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Konwerski to lead
student life offices
Admissions, athletics to
report directly to provost
by sarah ferris
Campus News Editor

zachary krahmer | hatchet staff photographer

Noreen Kassam beat out 11 finalists Friday to speak alongside Brain Williams at Commencement. After winning the competition, Kassam
said her mother was anxious to get off the phone, so she could start calling family and friends about her daughter's achievement.

Senior to reflect on GW memories
by kierran petersen
Hatchet Staff Writer
Senior Noreen Kassam was not
looking to stand out. She just wanted
to share her GW story, and explain
why her four years mattered.
But the international affairs and
political science major will be in a
unique spot when she stands alongside NBC News anchor Brian Williams delivering a message of service and sharing her “only at GW”
experiences as the student Commencement speaker May 20.
Kassam earned the chance to
speak Friday – beating out 11 other
seniors who vied for the spot.
“I didn’t see it coming. I was
shocked and speechless, as I continue to remain,” Kassam said.
Kassam, who hails from New
Mexico, previewed her speech to a

panel of judges Friday, sharing her
favorite memories from her four
years at GW, like "Snowpocalypse"
and President Barack Obama’s inauguration in 2009.
She remembers leaving her dorm
a little after 3 a.m. on Inauguration
Day, heading to the Capitol building
to see the president sworn in.
“Only here at GW are excuses
for being late to class because of
presidential motorcades or Secret
Service barricades not only acceptable, but common,” Kassam said in
her preview speech.
She continued to talk about how
GW prepared her for life after graduation, saying, “College is traditionally meant to prepare us for the world
around us, but in so many ways,
simply by virtue of being students at
GW, we’ve already entered the professional world,” Kassam said.

Kassam said that she brings a
wide range of experiences to the
stage in May because of her double
major that bridges the Elliott School
of International Affairs and the Columbian School of Arts and Sciences, and her wide range of employment experience in both the private
and public sectors.
She applied early decision to
GW and said a big part of her choice
was based on her desire to study in
the District.
Kassam said attending GW led her
to eventually decide to work in public
service by giving her the opportunity
to study a variety of disciplines.
In the second semester of her
freshman year, Kassam began working for the Treasury Department,
spurring her interest in government
See SPEAKER: Page 5

One of the most recognizable faces in Rice Hall will assume the highest ranking position in student life next year,
the provost announced Friday.
As senior associate provost
and dean of student affairs,
Peter Konwerski, a three-time
alumnus, will take the helm of
student life resources related to
extracurriculars, career services
and health and wellness – following the retirement of Student
and Academic Support Services’
long-serving senior vice president, Robert Chernak, in June.
“I look forward to working
to implement the vision Provost
[Steven] Lerman has laid out
to continue enhancing the GW
student-academic experience,
particularly as we head into an
exciting period of growth and
transformation at the university,” Konwerski said.
Reporting directly to Lerman, Konwerski will oversee
offices such as the Center for
Student Engagement, Student
Health Service, the University
Counseling Center, the International Services Office, the Office of Veteran Services and the
Office of Parent Services.
Konwerski will report directly to Lerman, eliminating
the middle step in managing
student affairs.
He was promoted to dean
of students in May 2010, during the department’s last major
reconfiguration prompted by
the retirement of Linda Donnels. The University’s student
life arm was then clustered into
several areas – including academic success as well as health,

education and prevention – to
better coordinate services between each office.
Konwerski has spent two
decades at GW in roles ranging
from founding and directing the
Office of Community Service to
managing the Marvin Center.
Konwerski's new role, Lerman said, contains “essentially the
same portfolio” as it does now.
“Peter has been a part of the
university community for many
years and will continue to serve
an essential role in guiding our
efforts to effectively support
our students in their non-academic pursuits,” Lerman said
in a letter to staff April 20.
Lerman said the University
considered an external search
for the position but ultimately
decided on Konwerski because
the position did not require a
major shift in roles for the dean
of students, who has extensive
ties across the University.
“Day-to-day, students will
see very little direct effect. The
same units that provide services to students will still be
there,” Lerman said. “In the
long term, it’ll allow us to be a
little more strategic about how
to better integrate academics
and the non-academic side of
the student experience.”
The reorganization will also
affect offices for admissions and
athletics, which will now report
directly to the provost.
Chernak has a history of
overseeing athletics programs
and steered the year-long strategic planning process that in February laid out a five-year plan
for ramping up the University’s
commitment to athletic teams
and wellness programs.
Under the new structure,
Athletic Director Patrick Nero
will report to the provost.
Lerman said having both
See SASS: Page 5

Task forces, fees focus of
SA executives' tenure
by kaya yurieff and sarah ferris
Hatchet Reporters
The two top Student Association leaders spent the year injecting
themselves into University conversations about cost of attendance and
career services, passing over many
of their early messaging goals and
touting few tangible achievements
in their term.
Student Association President
John Richardson pledged in August
to “break the insulation” between
students and the SA, but he shifted
his efforts late in the fall when he realized the need to identify concrete
goals before focusing on messaging.
By November he had turned his attention to fees and career services,
emerging as the student voice in
campus administrators’ conversations about these top concerns.

“I can tell [students] what I’m
doing, but it’s more important that I
know what students want, and focus
on getting that done,” Richardson
said, adding that he used G-Voice
and town halls as his main way of
soliciting student concerns to shape
his agenda. “If you improve your
communications and things like
that, what’s the point if you don’t
have things to communicate?”
The 30-student team of communication ambassadors for his
proposed outreach office and the
calendar site, called Involvio, were
not put to use. Though G-Voice – an
online discussion forum launched in
October – has collected digital votes
on two-dozen ideas, including more
bike racks on campus and equipping
food trucks with GWorld machines,
See SA: Page 5
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Dalia Abu-Eid and Kevin Meehan, both third-year law students, study Sunday for upcoming exams in a computer lab
in Stuart Hall. The GW Law School's academic and wellness support services for students will ramp up next year.

Law school to revamp student life

Spotlight set on health
and career development
by josh griffith
Hatchet Reporter

hatchet file photo

Student Association President John Richardson addresses the SA Senate at its final
meeting last week. Richardson thanked the senators for their work throughout the year.

The GW Law School will implement big changes to student
life this fall to improve the way it
prepares students for the legal field
and create a friendlier environment
in the high-pressure school.
Professional advisory boards,
vocational meetings and peer
groups will start for first-year
law students as part of a series of
new programs designed to help
students zone in on the practical skills they will need at law
firms, and also to connect stu-

dents with their peers to work
out stress that simmers “below
the surface,” Dean Paul Schiff
Berman said.
“I think this is a major statement,” Berman said. “This is a
top law school that has decided
that the combination of creating
even better student community,
better student social life, addressing wellness and emotional concerns and addressing core
professional development and
career training issues is something that should be a core part
of the law school experience.”
The plans have taken shape
after Berman called last fall for
a committee on student wellbeing and professional development to spend the academic
year consulting outside groups,

faculty and students on how to
improve students’ mental health
and career prospects.
Todd Peterson, a law professor who spearheaded the changes as the committee's leader,
presented the details of the
initiative to faculty Friday. The
reforms do not require faculty
approval because they do not
involve curriculum changes.
The changes are part of broader law school reforms Berman has
eyed in his first year as dean. He
entered with an agenda to boost
the school’s experience-based
learning initiatives and job placement success. The law school's
other two committees – on its
marketing and curriculum – have
See LAW: Page 5
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Alumnus to open local
specialty wine store
An artisanal wine and spirits shop
plans to open its doors in Foggy Bottom
this September.
The specialty liquor store, Arrowine,
will go before the Alcoholic Beverage Regulation Administration for a hearing May 29
for a license to open at 22nd and K streets,
owner and alumnus Doug Rosen said.
The store would be a sister site for its
original Arlington, Va. location, which
Rosen bought 12 years ago after having
worked at the store since he was a sophomore at GW in 1977.
Rosen said he was attracted to the location because of his relationship with the
University. His wife works in the communications and marketing office at the School
of Public Health and Health Services, and
his son plans to attend GW this fall.
“I look forward to coming back
home,” Rosen said.
Prices would range from $15 to $30
per bottle, and Rosen plans to keep Arrowine open Mondays through Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The store will
not offer mass-produced wines, favoring
those that are hand-harvested and organically grown.
“You’re not going to find these wines
at supermarkets,” Rosen said.
ABRA Director Fred Moosally did not
return a request for comment on the establishment’s liquor license approval process.
At its April 18 meeting, the Foggy
Bottom and West End Advisory Neighborhood Commission – a local government body that considers the impact of
community issues like liquor licenses,
noise and safety on residential life –
voted unanimously to draft a resolution
in support of the upscale store’s liquor
license application. The group typically does not draft resolutions in for or
against liquor licenses.
“We very rarely support alcohol establishments,” commissioner Asher Corson
said. “This looks like a fantastic operation.”

–Frankie Kane

CORRECTIONS
In “More than 50 students picket ‘antifeminist’ speaker,” (Web, April 19, 2012) The
Hatchet incorrectly spelled Hilary Rosen’s
named as Hillary. We also reported that the
College Republicans hosted the event.
In “Student Association Senate tackles
graduate funding complaints,” (Web, April
17, 2012) The Hatchet incorrectly said this
policy change would affect the amount of
money slated for undergraduates.

Zachary krahmer | hatchet staff photographer

Freshman Hannah Spector, left, presents a lighthouse-shaped tool that changes color according to the level of carbon dioxide in the air,
Friday in Kogan Plaza. Spector and her classmates created the device for an honors course taught by chemistry professor Houston Miller, right.
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Students postered Foggy Bottom as part
of a national ‘Cover the Night’ campaign.

Green GW hosted a sustainable fashion
show Saturday in the Marvin Center.

A crowd gathered to celebrate Earth Day
at the concert on the National Mall.

April
Monday
Redrawing the boundaries in
war journalism
Hear from freelance reporter Shahan Mufti
on how conflicts in the Middle East and
Southeast Asia are changing war reporting.
1957 E Street, Room 501
• 5:30 to 7 p.m.

23

Earth Day on the National Mall

Tuesday

24

Wednesday

25

Foggy Bottom’s Duke

32nd annual Chalk-In

Climate impact and food security

Listen to a panel discussion and
concert celebrating jazz musician
Duke Ellington’s legacy as part of
GW’s Foggy Bottom centennial.
Jack Morton Auditorium
• 4 to 6 p.m.

Relieve stress and celebrate art in
the annual event that showcases
student performances and shuts
down H Street for students to chalk.
Kogan Plaza and H Street
• 12:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Learn about how climate change and
developments in biotechnology will shape
the future of food in a panel sponsored
by the School of Public Health and Health
Services and the Office of Sustainability.
Ross Hall, Room 117 • 1 to 3 p.m.
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Nursing school to lay foundation for global partnerships
by nicolas diaz
Hatchet Staff Writer
The School of Nursing
will extend its global reach
when an administrator helps
a university in Singapore
implement its own advanced
nursing program.
The project, taken on by
the school’s director of community and global health
initiatives Joyce Pulcini, will
initially only involve nursing students at the National
University of Singapore,
but administrators believe
her consultative work could
lead to foreign exchange
programs in Southeast Asia
for nursing students.
Developing international
partnerships has become
a focus for the Virginiabased nursing school, which
formed in 2010, because students demand a more global
understanding of health care
issues, Pulcini said.
“These experiences will
help broaden students’ perspectives and make them understand in a concrete way
what poverty is and the role
public health plays abroad,
since chances are that these
nurses will end up treating
immigrants or patients that

Hatchet File Photo

Nursing student Monica Vidal, right, works with other students to save a mannequin from induced
cardiac arrest on the Virginia Science and Technology Campus earlier this month.

have been exposed to different diseases in another country,” she said.
Pulcini said she will return
to Singapore in the fall to consult on the national university’s
upcoming pediatrics program

after delivering an initial consultation there in March.
The consulting work by
Pulicini, who specializes in
pediatrics, will help the Singaporean university set up a
pediatric advanced practice

nursing program – and start
a dialogue for the school to
work on exchange programs
for students and faculty.
She stressed that while
the school is working on
long-term
arrangements

internationally, no plans
are finalized.
GW’s nursing work in
Singapore could allow for a
smoother transition to other
countries in the region and
around the world.
Pulcini, who came to
GW in January, said Thailand could be the next site of
a global partnership where
students and faculty would
travel to hone their nursing
skills in populations facing
varying health issues. Ecuador and Central American
countries are also possible
destinations for nursing students at GW.
“Even if [GW] nursing
students don’t end up working in another country, they
will still have to deal with a
multicultural group of patients here at home,” Pulcini
said. “Experiences like these
change the course of their
careers. They look at what
they want to do in terms of
public health and it really
changes their lives.”
Jean Johnson, the nursing
school’s dean, said students’
inaugural trip to Haiti in February – with another trip slated for July – has also helped
the two-year-old school get
off the ground with its inter-

national offerings.
Three nursing students
joined assistant nursing
professor Carol Lang on the
first trip to Haiti, part of a
collaboration with Floridabased nonprofit Project Medishare, which assists more
than 800 patients through
health education programs
and medical treatment.
“One of the strategic
partnerships [with Project
Medishare] is in Haiti and
we are looking to develop
them in other countries,”
Johnson said. “This is a goal
because we all recognize the
benefits of our students providing service to other countries while learning how the
social, economic and political environment of a country
affects health and how health
care is delivered.”
The school’s population
of more than 500 nursing students – mostly based on the
Virginia Science and Technology Campus – have expressed desire for more readily available academic and
professional opportunities,
said Andrew Goretsky, director of graduate, distance,
and professional student
experience at the Center for
Student Engagement. u

Knapp outlines new sustainability plans
by monica mehta
Hatchet Staff Writer
GW is fine-tuning its sustainability goals as part of a
continuing effort to make the
urban school more eco-friendly, University President Steven
Knapp announced Friday.
The new targets, dubbed
the “ecosystem plan,” include
recycling half of total waste
produced by 2017, reducing
light pollution in construction
projects and purchasing more
food from local sources. These
goals will become the tenets
of a formal plan, set to be released this summer.
Overall, the new guidelines, which Knapp hopes will
serve as a template for other
colleges in the District, also
zone in on animal habitats
and paper waste.
“We want to become the
chief model of urban sustainability in a city that itself aspires to be a green city,” Knapp
said at the University’s annual
Earth Day Fair. “It’s not a ques-

tion about just being kind to
the environment, it's a question about human survival on
this planet, at least with the
kind of life that all of you want
to enjoy and want your fellow
human beings to enjoy.”
The Office of Sustainability plans to review GW’s
waste program and revamp
specific components in the
new plan, including a greater
focus on composting, Sophie
Waskow, GW’s sustainability
project facilitator, said prior
to Knapp’s announcement.
“Zero-waste is something
you can’t do overnight, so the
sort of more immediate goal is
the 50 percent recycling rate.
It was very important for us
to set those longer term vision
goals, as well as things that we
can really implement and work
on right now,” Waskow said.
The University will also
plant more native trees on G
Street between 20th and 21st
streets to encourage biodiversity and release hundreds
of ladybugs and praying

mantises, which feed on insects like mosquitoes.
The ecosystem plan is the
third step in implementing the
American College and University Presidents' Climate Commitment, which Knapp signed
at GW’s first official Earth Day
celebration in 2008. The institution was the first college in
the District to sign.
Knapp also signed a commitment in February with
eight other presidents from
area colleges to promote sustainability in tandem with
Mayor Vincent Gray.
The University’s 2010
Climate Action Plan, which
aims to achieve carbon neutrality, and its 2011 GWater
Plan, which focuses on water
conservation on campus, were
the first two steps in GW’s
sustainability strategy.
“The whole purpose is to
figure out how we create a
healthy ecosystem with this
built environment that we
have here on campus and in
the way that we reach other

ecosystems,” Meghan Chapple-Brown, director of GW’s
Office of Sustainability, said.
The University will also
try to better connect the GW
community to local ecosystems by hosting outings and
service-learning projects in areas like Rock Creek Park and
the Potomac River.
Students, faculty and staff
are “not signing up for a less
sustainable lifestyle because
they are in a city, but in fact,
they’re signing up for a more
sustainable lifestyle because of
the resources that we have in
a city to use things more efficiently,” Chapple-Brown said.
Green initiatives also come
with financial perks, helping
to cut back water and electricity consumption, Knapp said.
“We’re actually expecting
to have net savings in energy
that will translate into part of
the [Innovation Task Force]
funds we can invest in our
academic programs, which I
think is very exciting,” Knapp
said in an interview Friday.

Zachary Krahmer | Hatchet staff photographer

University President Steven Knapp announces Friday at the annual
Earth Day Fair the details of GW's ecosystem plan, set for summer release.

The task force, launched
in 2009, identifies areas where
the University can increase
cost efficiency and funnels the
savings into academics.
Waskow declined to give
the costs associated with
implementing the ecosystem
plan, citing ongoing expenses
as policies are rolled out.
Sustainability has been a
priority for Knapp since his
arrival at the University in

2007, when he founded the
Office of Sustainability.
GW was among hundreds
of other colleges nationwide
lauded for their sustainability in a report released
last week by the Princeton
Review and the U.S. Green
Building Council. The nod
pointed especially to GW’s
academic offerings, including its launch of a sustainability minor for next fall. u
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"Do we really need a senate? I think it's integral to have representatives for all the
different schools, but if they're not doing anything then who cares?"
–John Richardson, Student Association president, on the purpose of the SA Senate.
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Strike a
balance this
summer

End of semester priorities

Staff Editorial

by Brian Tratner

GW Report
Card
Sustainability

A-

Through a few
key steps taken
this semester, the
University has further signaled its dedication to going
green. From University President
Steven Knapp signing a citywide
sustainability pledge – the first of its
kind between city governments and
institutions of higher education – to
the creation of a sustainability minor,
it has become clear the University
takes environmental welfare seriously. Lafayette Hall and the Smith Center earned gold LEED rankings and
the University hopes the Science and
Engineering Hall and the renovated
Ames Hall will also achieve at least
silver LEED rankings. However, GW
still falls behind its D.C. higher education rivals American and Georgetown universities when it comes to
recycling. Of course, our location
near the National Mall and government buildings means more non-GW
visitors who might bring our recycling rates down, but there is room
for improvement. And let’s face it, it
would be really nice to make Georgetown green with envy at our sustainability achievements.

S

ummer is all about escaping the
day-to-day grind of academia.
But those who need to take
classes during the summer
should not be restricted to spending
the entirety of these three months
locked in a classroom.

Patrick
Rochelle
Columnist

The Mount
Vernon Campus

B+

The Mount Vernon Campus has
gotten a facelift this
year and it’s doing
wonders for the blighted reputation it
carries among Foggy Bottom dwellers.
The renovated Ames Hall that opened
at the beginning of this semester provides a comfortable home for the University Writing Program and some of
the University Honors Program. Undergraduate housing applications for
the Vern surged by 40 percent this year,
signaling that the campus is becoming
a student destination instead of just
the butt of tired jokes. That said, not
everyone is feeling so warm toward
GW’s second campus in D.C. Transfer
students, many of whom are placed on
the Vern, have overwhelmingly demonstrated their dissatisfaction with
their housing assignments, and many
ended up moving to Foggy Bottom.
Despite this exodus, GW Housing
Programs does not plan to change this
policy, as it seeks to foster a so-called
"transfer student community." Rather
than forcing transfer students to live
on the Vern, the University should allow them to indicate their preferences
when signing up for housing.

Student Space

D

Students are still clamoring for space on campus.
And this issue isn’t going
away. February’s Student
Association election cycle
largely focused on candidates’ plans
for student space, and SA Presidentelect Ashwin Narla and SA Executive Vice President-elect Abby Bergren have highlighted student space
as a key objective for their terms.
We wish the two of them luck and
persistence, as the University has
deflected many of this year’s SA and
Marvin Center Governing Board
suggestions for student space. GW
needs a communal area where students can collaborate, hold events
or even just unwind. Without this
campus nucleus, it will be difficult
for the community to achieve the
sense of GW affinity the University
is striving to foster.

Transparency
At a time DeclineD to
when the Univer- comment
sity has so much
to boast, it’s a shame that it keeps so
much secret. The University will soon
unveil its rebranding campaign, a nearly
yearlong undertaking which will clarify
and unify its image, yet it will still not
disclose the amount of money the effort costs. The University plans to make
improvements to Gelman Library, but it
will not disclose the details of its budget
that might just secure it the donations
it needs. Satisfaction is up 11 percent
for the revamped J Street, but oddly
enough, the University will not disclose
what the satisfaction level used to be.
And in times when there is so much
changing and evolving on campus, it
is critical that administration creates
an active and open dialogue with the
community. So like the University so
often does, we decline to comment on
the grade the University receives for its
transparency this semester. But here’s a
hint: it’s not an A, B, C or D.
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Stepping off the sidelines of activism

T

here’s something admirable about being so
devoted to a cause that
you are willing to risk
arrest to achieve it.
Last Wednesday, four students
did just that. U.S. Capitol Police
arrested the D.C. Statehood Student Association members, who
were accompanied by two nonGW students, when they blocked
traffic as part of a protest advocating for District statehood.
The students did not back
down, even after they were
handcuffed and put into the
back of a police van. It is this
sort of behavior that solidifies
GW’s status as one of the most
politically active colleges in the
country. But even better, it makes
GW a school where students not
only support important causes,
but also act to change them.
Sideline activism runs rampant on college campuses, and
showing support is as easy as
sharing a video on Facebook or
retweeting a story on Twitter. But
that sort of activism is a passive
and not very meaningful way to
raise awareness. But what Patrick
Kennedy, Matthew Laurinavicius,
Moo Bae and Markus Batchelor
did took effort and courage, as
they stood up for what they believed in, even though they knew
it would result in being put in the

Justin
Peligri
Writer
back of a police van.
Their plans started small;
the advocates spent the past few
months meeting with city leaders and trying to gain traction
for the statehood movement.
GW established a D.C. Statehood
Student Association chapter in
November, and the organization
has expanded to include about 40
members. They obtained a permit to congregate at the corner
of Constitution Avenue and First
Street – the same location where a
resurgence to the D.C. statehood
movement occurred last April.
After staging a protest in Kogan
Plaza Wednesday, the students
walked through the rain toward
the Capitol, armed with signs and
chants. The students who agreed
to get arrested for their cause
moved into the streets, blocking traffic and raising awareness
about a critical issue. The police
arrived at the scene shortly after
to handcuff the protesters.
Whether it’s D.C.’s lack of
statehood, the recent health care
debate or even the fight for student space in the Marvin Cen-

ter, students at GW care about
pressing issues. This doesn’t
mean students should run to
be arrested to support any and
all causes, but everyone should
make an effort by throwing
themselves into the issues about
which they are passionate.
Students should take advantage of the opportunities that
come with living in the District.
We live in such close proximity to
the most important policy makers in the country, and we need
to tap into the resources our sheer
location provides us. Whether it is
through protests, lobbying efforts
or even becoming a member of
one of the many advocacy groups
across D.C., making a difference is
something that is not just an option, but an obligation here.
And big action pays off. The
group of students who protested
was small, but it garnered city
wide attention and contributed
to the dialogue about D.C.’s lack
of representation. Even the mayor noticed them.
“We’re really thankful that
GW students are stepping up
for statehood,” Pedro Ribeiro,
Mayor Vincent Gray’s communications director said. “As an
alumnus the mayor is particularly impressed and proud.”
–The writer is a freshman
majoring in political communication.

The benefits of on campus involvement

T

here are 168 hours in a
week. What will you do
with them?
For sophomores, the
answer is increasingly to spend
time at an internship.
Twenty percent more sophomores than freshmen spend time
at an internship or job, according to an April Center for Student Engagement survey. And it
makes sense. At GW, it is often
considered a logical step for upperclassmen to begin pursuing
internships. But while D.C. offers students tons of internship
opportunities, getting involved
in campus organizations at GW
is particularly important.
Freshmen: As tempting as
it might be to get a jump-start
on your career off-campus,
stick with your campus student
organizations next year – they
provide unique opportunities
for finding friends, connections
and leadership roles that are
hard to find elsewhere.
The best way to build a community at GW is to make your
own, and to do that you have to get
involved in campus organizations.
From the first day of Colonial In-

Marissa
Fretes
Columnist
auguration, we are told that to feel
at home at GW, we must find our
niche in a student organization.
If finding a campus community is an extra challenge
at GW, students should work
hard to find one, instead of exclusively working off campus
where they likely won’t gain
that same sense of unity with
the student body. Campus organizations offer us the ability
to make friends who share our
interests and passions. We can
grow as student leaders and
also develop lasting relationships with fellow Colonials.
Although internships and jobs
are ways to gain real world experience, we shouldn’t forget the
useful experience one can obtain
by becoming a leader in a student
organization. Student leaders
learn important skills by overseeing finances, planning high-pro-
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file events, recruiting members
and drafting newsletters.
Involvement in student organizations also speaks volumes
about a student’s passions and
interests, which allows employers to get an idea of the person
behind the resume. Whether
you’re a member of a political organization, a community
service group or even a dance
team, being aligned with a student organization is a way for
you to define yourself.
Indeed, internships are revered because they provide
work experience, reveal an individual’s passion for a field of
study and demonstrate experience in a particular area. But student organizations can also provide effective resume-building
opportunities and leadership
experience with lasting benefits.
Often, it’s the passion behind student organizations, as
well as the vast array of them
available to the student body,
that makes students proud to
be Colonials.
–The writer, a freshman
majoring in English,
is a Hatchet columnist.

This year, the University will offer 10 summer institutes that allow
students to take courses toward their
major, while also getting actively involved in the D.C. area. These institutes range from Japanese Language
and Culture to an archaeology field
study in Alexandria, Va.
Every department with 75 or more
students pursuing a major should offer summer institutes. These represent
the ideal summer school experiences,
since they give students a chance to
take courses for credit while also taking advantage of the District.
Each summer, the psychology
department offers a 10-week program called the Summer Institute for
Health Promotion and Disease Prevention in Minority Communities.
Stephen Forssell, one of the directors
of the institute, said students take
four courses throughout the program,
including: cross-cultural psychology,
health psychology, principles and
methods of health psychology and either supervised research or a field experience course. The program plans
one event each week, where students
might, for example, take a field trip
to the National Museum of Health
and Medicine in Silver Spring, Md.
or listen to a guest speaker present research. By participating in this summer institute, students not only earn
13 credit hours toward their major,
but they also gain invaluable experience in public health and diversity.
The program is also more affordable than if the classes were
offered during the academic year.
A 13-credit summer institute costs
$10,923, which not only saves students money but also makes their
schedules lighter and for some
might allow them to graduate early.
Many departments offer courses
during the summer that are the same
as those offered during the academic
year. For example, the sociology department offers Introduction to Sociology and Urban Sociology, which are
also offered during the academic year.
But with more summer institutes,
students will have the option to take
courses toward their majors, to use
D.C. as a resource to enhance in-class
learning and to work closely with professors on research and fieldwork.
For example, the geology department could establish an institute that
focuses on the geological makeup of
D.C. Students would work closely
with their instructors, do fieldwork
and conduct research that would help
them better understand the topography of the District. Or the Department
of Theatre and Dance could create an
institute where students write and
perform their own plays while also
spending the summer seeing performances throughout D.C.
These institutes also provide
a way for students to explore and
gain new intellectual experiences in
a particular subject that they might
not have otherwise had the chance
to study. All too often, people think
of college as a time when they are
supposed to become experts in a
single area of study. But in reality,
college is the place to cultivate a
number of talents and interests.
As the University pushes for
more opportunities for undergraduate research, summer institutes
could be a perfect way for students
to work alongside their professors.
Students would not only get handson experience doing research in
their field but professors would also
benefit from having research aids
interested in the subject matter.
No student should spend his or
her entire summer holed up in the
library with his or her nose pressed
to a book. By increasing the number
of summer institutes, the University
will give students a chance to both
study and immerse themselves in all
that D.C. has to offer.
–The writer, a junior majoring in
English, is a Hatchet columnist.
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Member of the Board of Trustees Ellen Zane will call on nursing
graduates to drive advancement in the health care industry.

Alumna to address
nursing graduates
Ellen Zane to share
her nontraditional
path to health care
by cory weinberg
Assistant News Editor
An alumna and member
of the University’s Board of
Trustees will speak about
nursing’s role in the global
health care system when she
addresses the School of Nursing at its May 19 graduation
ceremony.
Ellen Zane, the first female chief executive officer
of Tufts Medical Center, said
she will encourage graduates
to navigate through the field’s
rewards and hardships.
“[Nursing] requires a
strong sense of responsibility
as we hold the most sensitive
aspects of peoples’ lives in our
hands and we contribute to the
overall efficiency of the health
care system,” Zane said.
Zane, who earned a bachelor of arts from GW in 1973,
will speak to the nursing
school's second-ever graduating class. The 15-month program was established in 2010
on the Virginia Science and
Technology Campus.
She said she also wants
nursing students to understand their role in demanding a more responsible
health care system.
“In this day and age,
when the cost of [health care]
is undergoing great scrutiny,
nurses must be cognizant of
their impact, both clinically
and financially, and they

LAW
from p. A1
also spent the year considering changes but have not finalized plans.
First-year students will
be grouped into sections
of 50 to 100 of their peers,
where they will stay for all
three years and draw on a
network of advisors made
up of clinical and research
faculty, outside professional
development experts and
upperclassmen. Some groups
will consist of students with
similar lifestyles, like those
who take night or part-time
courses, but most will not
“rigidly divide the student
body around any preconceived line,” Berman said.
The
groups,
named
“Inns of Court” after the
historical societies of British
lawyers, will help students
foster a professional identity and forge closer connections inside and outside the
law school, Peterson said.
In the past, law students
were grouped into separate
sections, where they took
classes together in their first
year before they broke off,
Peterson added. With the
new approach, the “Inns
of Court” assignments will
be permanent and include
more advising on job and
academic opportunities.
“The idea is to give them
a sense that they are apprenticing for a real profession,
that they’re not coming here
for purely academic reasons.
They’re coming here to learn
how to be professionals and
be trained as professionals,”
Peterson said.
Students will also attend

must be at the forefront of
positively impacting the
[health care] system or some
other enterprise will do it for
them,” Zane said.
Zane retired in 2011 from
her post as CEO of Tufts Medical Center, which she held for
seven years, helping the medical center recover from mounting financial losses. She said
her path to the top leadership
role at the hospital was unlikely because she does not hold a
business or medical degree.
Zane added that she
would encourage nursing
students to similarly “step
out of the traditional mold
and follow their instincts
and hearts.”
“Not doing so can lead to
a good, strong career – but [it]
will not lead to a hugely satisfying and ground breaking
one,” Zane said.
She was appointed to the
University's Board of Trustees
in 2010. She is also an adjunct
assistant professor in health policy and management at the Harvard School of Public Health.
Jean Johnson, the nursing
school’s dean, said Zane was
tapped to address the graduating class because she is “a transformational leader in health care
and an excellent speaker.”
“She is a great role model
for our students. She will motivate our graduates to think
big and take on the major
challenges facing us in the
health system,” Johnson said.
Geraldine Bednash, chief
executive officer and executive director of the American
Association of Colleges of
Nursing, spoke at last year’s
graduation ceremony. u
weekly sessions during which
they will get more advice
and networking opportunities with alumni and lawyers
from their respective fields.
Eventually,
Peterson
said, these weekly sessions
will become more frequent
and could evolve into a
yearlong, six-credit professional development course
for law students.
Law schools across the
country have sought to better
prepare students for a dwindling legal job market that
demands budding lawyers be
ready to jump into practice.
The push to bring students closer also addresses
calls for administrators to
take on mental health issues
that have swept law students nationwide.
Nicholas Nikic, a thirdyear law student and the
outgoing Student Bar Association president, lauded the
changes and said they fall in
line with advocacy efforts
from student leaders over
the past two years to start
wellness programs at the
law school. Last January, the
law school launched “Wellness Wednesdays” as stressrelief outlets for students,
including cooking and trivia
competitions, as well as Wii
Sports tournaments.
“GW is by and large a
friendly, happy, communityfocused place already,” Nikic said. “But that doesn’t
change the fact that law
students across the board
exhibit dangerously high
levels of depression and that
legal professionals have unbelievable rates of alcohol
and other substance abuse.”
–Matthew Kwiecinski and
Cory Weinberg
contributed to this report.

Neighbors are looking
to loosen requirements for a
city-mandated committee of
GW officials and local residents, citing improved towngrown relations just five years
after the group’s formation.
The effort to eliminate a
mandate to appoint neighborhood representatives on
the Community Advisory
Committee shows diminishing tensions between GW
and residents bordering campus – a shift from markedly
sour relations that triggered
the requirement as part of
the 2007 Campus Plan.
The advisory committee
was established by the D.C.
Zoning Commission, the
city agency that approves
construction and land use,
to mitigate a then-strained
relationship by offering
neighbors a forum to confer
on matters including traffic,
noise and potential community benefits from larger
University projects.
Foggy Bottom’s map
transformed from a quiet
residential area into a lively college neighborhood
during former University
President Stephen Joel Trachtenberg’s 19-year tenure,
which saw more than two
dozen development projects expand GW's urban
campus. As the ballooning stopped with the 2007
Campus Plan – a 20-year
outline of future construction sites to redevelop existing plots, rather than
extend the boundaries of
campus – tensions between
the school and its neighbors began to ease.
The University-led advisory committee, which
meets four times per year,
offers information on the
school’s population growth
in relation to a city-imposed
enrollment cap, updates residents on campus development projects and addresses

SA
from p. 1
few suggestions from the site
have seen further action.
Late in the fall, the executive team took on smaller-scale issues, such as redrafting alcohol policies for
graduate student groups,
increasing lighting for evening sporting events on the
Mount Vernon Campus,
renewing commitments to
newspaper delivery and
bringing in speakers for a
monthly University-wide
debate series.
Though the SA executives took steps toward
each target – funding a
temporary New York Times
subscription, meeting with
graduate groups about alcohol policies and hosting four
debates, mostly with faculty,
for the speaker series – there
are no official changes in
place for next year.
Richardson said his contributions to conversations
like the Career Services
Task Force and the Marvin
Center fifth floor – where
he served as a top lobbyist for expanding student
organization space – cannot always be boiled down
to a single achievement,
because no University decision is made by a single
person and “everything is
done in committee.”
This semester, the pair
ramped up efforts to increase transparency on student fees – an initiative that
saw a slow start, but garnered a campus-wide buyin from administrators.

SASS
from p. 1
student life and academic leaders “at the same table” will enable more coordination to meet
broader needs of students.
He added that the restructuring of Student and
Academic Support Services
is part of a “natural evolution to try to integrate more
functions that had previously been separated between
the student affairs and aca-

SPEAKER
from p. 1
work. For most of her sophomore and junior year, she
worked for Federal Emergency Management Agency.
In the office of security at
FEMA, she conducted internal and external security investigations until being promoted to work in the associate director’s office – the third

cecilE Schilis-Gallego | Hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Advisory Neighborhood Commission vice chair Rebecca Coder, center, wants to ease requirements
for the Community Advisory Committee because the ANC also reviews GW-related issues.

neighbors’ campus noise
and traffic concerns.
Members of the Foggy
Bottom and West End Advisory Neighborhood Commission – a local government body that considers
the impact of community
issues like safety and traffic
on residential life – feel the
committee’s mission overlaps with the ANC.
Commission Vice Chair
Rebecca Coder said the advisory committee’s efforts
are redundant because the
ANC also reviews issues between GW and neighbors.
“In the ANC’s mind, it
didn’t make a lot of sense
to have these two forums
versus just the ANC’s forum for discussions around
the University,” Coder said.
“The reality is, this ANC is
far more constructive, and it
seems very duplicative.”
Coder said the ANC is
looking to strip a requirement that the committee
include five community
representatives selected by

ANC members, a guideline
that has not been followed
on the ANC’s end since the
plan was put into place.
The committee also has five
University representatives,
including Dean of Students
Peter Konwerski and Senior Associate Vice President for Operations Alicia
O’Neil Knight.
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said
the University-led advisory
committee is a forum to “enhance the collaboration and
transparency between GW
and the community.”
She said the University
is open to committee modifications, but added that it
is not always feasible to discuss campus-centric issues
at neighborhood meetings
with lengthy agendas.
“The University recognizes the Advisory Committee does not replace the role
of the ANC, but believes that
the Advisory Committee can
support ongoing community
dialogue,” Sherrard said.

Both parties must submit documentation to the
D.C. Zoning Commission,
which would determine
whether
any
potential
changes to the advisory
committee would see a vote
or public hearings.
Sara Bardin, director of
the D.C. Office of Zoning
that oversees the zoning
commission, said the agency declined to comment on
pending matters.
ANC Chair Florence
Harmon said at the group’s
meeting April 18 she would
like to see more communication from GW’s end, adding that the advisory committee acted as a proxy for
the ANC.
“Collaboration and discussion is always good,
but work it into something
where it’s a more useful
mechanism than what it is
now,” Harmon said. “It’s not
really clear what it’s supposed to be doing.”
–Priya Anand
contributed to this report

Student Association Executive Vice President Ted
Costigan and Richardson
say their efforts have saved
students a quarter-million
dollars from the elimination of fees, including
printing and counseling,
but could not provide data
to validate this claim.
The duo also claimed
the elimination of University Counseling Center fees
as an SA victory, which
they said collectively saved
students $150,000 per year.
The much-maligned fee was
eliminated in early September, part of a Universitywide spotlight about mental health that arose after a
student suicide last April.
Mark Levine, interim
director of UCC, said the
executive pair “represented
the student voice very well
through the entire research,
decision making and implementation process of our
‘up to 6-free session’ pilot
this academic year.”
In February, Costigan
negotiated a two-cent drop
to reach a printing cost of
7 cents per page at Gelman
and Eckles libraries, which
he touted as a victory that
would save all students
about $40,000 a year.
“We have had unprecedented achievement in
lowering the cost of attendance to GW students,”
Costigan said.
The SA president said
his biggest achievement
was firing up the University’s efforts on career services. He said he got involved
when administrators were
still mulling a potential
overhaul, and repeated his

call for change to University President Steven Knapp
and the Board of Trustees.
“By prioritizing this,
we got something that will
positively affect all students," Richardson said.
“This year has been about
building the model, looking at how we want to do
it, and making sure it actually happens.”
The University announced in February that it
would fund about a dozen
new positions to steer the
new career center model
rollout over the next three
years – funding that Richardson said his lobbying
and work in committees
helped secure.
Executive Director of
University Initiatives Robert Snyder said the executive team helped the Dean
of Students Office outline
and spread the word about
changes for the career services model.
“[Dean of Students] Peter Konwerski and I remain
grateful to John and Ted for
working side-by-side with
us and our colleagues at every step in the process, from
designing and refining the
enhancements, to facilitating multiple opportunities
for students to learn about
the enhancements and offer
input, and, finally, to advocating with us for the essential funding that is now
making the enhancements a
reality,” Snyder said.
The University began
mulling an overhaul to the
Career Center in fall 2010.
Reflecting on the SA
organization as a whole,
Richardson said he thinks it

would function better if its
two priorities were advocacy
and allocations – not the senate’s resolutions. He has criticized the body throughout
the year for failing to take on
lobbying projects and bring
forward bills about issues
that affect the students they
are representing.
“Do we really need a
senate? I think it’s integral
to have representatives for
all the different schools, but
if they’re not going to do
anything, then who cares?”
Richardson said.
This year’s SA Senate,
which had its final meeting
last week, saw no advancement on issues that came up
during last year’s campaign,
including Gelman, 4-Ride
and academic advising.
Chase Hardin, a freshman SA senator, said structural problems and lack of
interaction within the organization prevented Richardson and Costigan from
achieving more this year.
“There is a huge lack of
communication within the
SA committees and branches. The SA as a whole is
rather dysfunctional,” Hardin, ESIA-U, said.
The Student Association Senate passed a total
of five non-binding resolutions this year that called
for University action on a
student issue. Other than
amending
bylaws
and
passing annual allocation
bills, the senate supported
a Greek life merchandise
fair, vending machines in
Gelman, University funding for the Marvin Center
and condom dispensers in
residence halls. u

demic affairs office.”
Lerman’s office will
launch a national search for
a leader of GW’s new enrollment management division, an office that will integrate undergraduate and
graduate admissions and
financial aid to better keep
tabs on full-time students
toward staying under a cityimposed student population cap. While he hopes to
fill the position by the time
Chernak leaves, Lerman set
a deadline of the fall.
In the interim, Senior

Vice Provost for Academic
Affairs and Planning Forrest Maltzman will oversee
the enrollment group.
Vice Provost for Diversity and Inclusion Terri
Harris Reed will also see an
expanded role in student affairs. In addition to advising
University staff and faculty
on issues related to underrepresented
populations,
Reed will soon oversee the
Multicultural Student Services Office, Student Academic Success, Disability
Support Services and the

Center for Civic Engagement and Public Service.
Reed said she already
collaborates with staff from
many of these departments
and will work to facilitate
greater coordination between the offices.
“My role at GW is to
make sure the GW community thrives by being diverse
and by challenging each of
us to thrive in a diverse community," Reed said. "Linking these units together will
help facilitate our progress
toward these goals."u

highest ranking official.
She now holds a position on the government affairs team on the National
Confectioners Association, a
trade association representing all candy companies in
the country including Hershey, Mars and Nestle.
“It’s been an amazing
learning opportunity in an
area where I don’t know
much at all. Everyday I go
to work and learn something new,” Kassam said.

The senior is fielding several full-time offers from multiple government agencies, she
said, but declined to elaborate
on which agencies are considering her, due to the sensitive
nature of the positions.
Vice President for External Relations Lorraine Voles
said she was confident that
Kassam would be an impressive speaker.
"She has a really important message for students,
faculty and staff, and I think

she's going to be terrific,"
Voles said in a release.
With less than a month
until Commencement, Kassam said she doesn’t really
have any public speaking
tricks, but will spend the
next few weeks practicing
her address.
“I will be practicing
and I will be tweaking and
doing everything I can
to make sure it is the best
speech that I could possibly give,” she said. u
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Melissa Turley: Making the team

The GW Hatchet

by melissa turley
Features Editor
Each year, graduating editors are given 30 final column inches – “30” was
historically used to signify the end of
a story – to reflect on their time at The
Hatchet, published in the final issues
of the year.
I am terrible at sports.
But my high school’s mandatory two-varsity-sport requirement
landed me in the middle of a soccer
field my junior year. To this day, I do
not know what position I played, as
my coach constantly yelled at me to
just stay “somewhere in the back,”
explaining that my only job was to
try and stop the ball.
I think she was hoping I would
just stay out of my teammates' way.
Not too surprisingly, we never
won a game, but we were awarded the “Class D Sportsmanship
Award” – hardly a desirable consolation prize.
Despite my career total of zero
goals to match our zero wins, I
loved the team. I loved team dinners and bus rides, and complaining while running – or in my case,
walking – laps around the field
in the pre-season summer sun. I
loved my teammates, our inside
jokes and nicknames that would
spill over from the field into the
hallways, making me feel like I had
a familiar place and group where I
actually belonged.
With all the late night prodos,
potluck dinners, inside jokes, constant e-mails and phone calls – I talk
to Lauren more than I talk to my entire family combined – The Hatchet
has become my soccer team. I also
think my writing skills are slightly
better than my soccer skills, making
this team far more enjoyable.
Before the paper, I never felt I
had a place where I belonged at GW.
I signed up for a dozen clubs during
my freshman year Welcome Week
– I still get student organization emails for meetings I never attend –
but I never really followed through.
I joined Greek life and loved my
sorority, but still felt like I hadn’t
found my home away from home.
But 2140 G St. changed all of
that. Our quaint and lovably repulsive townhouse has become that
home for me, and not just because
I spend the majority of my waking
– and sometimes sleeping – hours
there. It isn’t the walls that make it,
but the people found inside.
Priya – Our newest leader,
you have some pretty big shoes to
fill. Best of luck, and keep a level
head. Meow.
Michelle and Francis – You
guys are awesome. I don’t know

francis rivera | assistant photo editor

Features editor Melissa Turley poses at the Washington Harbour, carrying a giant hatchet, a symbol of the heaviest – and most enjoyable – part of her college career.

how you do all that you do and
make the not-always-easy administrator portraits look great every
time. Francis, we will always have
Hawthorne Heights.
Josh – My first mate, you were
the best contributing editor I could
have ever asked for. Hold down the
fort next year.
Allison, Madeline and Lauren
– The prodo area is the only place
where I can happily dance to Justin Bieber, “Call Me Maybe,” Jack’s
Mannequin and T-Swift without
feeling any degree of judgment.
Thank you for making my page as
beautiful as you all are.
Lyndsey – Thanks for developing me. You are such an amazing
person, and you give me a muchneeded dose of nice in my life. I’m
so glad we had class together too.
Ferris – You are awesome. I
don’t know how you do all you do
and do it so well, but I am always
impressed and a little astonished.

Andrea – You are truly the funniest person on staff. I can’t wait to
visit you in Malaysia with a big bowl
of rice for breakfast. Get ready.
Gabe – Oh Gabe. If we were in
third grade, I think I would awkwardly send you a “Do you have
a crush on me? Circle yes or no”
note and you would circle “no,”
and I would yell at you, and you
would yell at me and then we
would be friends. I honestly can’t
imagine next year without you,
but you are so talented and smart
and I know great things are in
store. I miss you already.
Radler – This is the one time
there aren’t enough words – not even
a 1,000-word story to capture how I
feel. When we left for Ocean City, I
thought I wouldn’t know anyone.
I knew I had made the team, but
wasn’t sure if I was ready to play. We
played, and we played hard. I can’t
wait for our adventures to come and
to visit you in whatever corner of

the world you end up in. No matter
where in the world a story takes you,
I know you will tackle it with diligence, grace and poise. DTS.
Traynor – I love you even more
than I love men’s basketball. Seriously. I don’t know when the sparks
began to fly, but it is a fire I never
want to put out. You are so smart,
beautiful and talented. Don’t ever
doubt that. I can’t wait to see what
you have in store for next year.
French – You changed my life.
I always wanted to be on staff but
thought with study abroad, internships and work-study it could never
happen. You made it happen – with
a lot of pushing along the way – and
despite my lackluster knowledge of
parallelism, a passionate infatuation
with sources and my utter disregard
for AP style, you never gave up on
me. You weren’t just my editor in
chief. You were my shoulder to cry
on, the first person to call with a
question, the first text after a rough

Thursday night and the one who always seemed to have the right answers, no matter if I wanted to hear
it or not. Thank you for everything.
To all of Volume 108: Thank
you for everything – for the jokes
at prodo, hundreds of Whole Foods
runs and coffee at Ivory, nights out
together and countless hours in the
townhouse. You made this the best
experience I have had at GW, and I
can’t thank you enough for that.
The Hatchet has given me more
than I ever thought possible. I have
slept on an EMeRG bunk bed, was
within 10 inches of Shakira, covered
Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Ben Bernanke, went to more shows
and festivals than I can count and
reported on a landmark Supreme
Court case.
It defined my time at GW and
has begun to define me too.
And the best part of it all?
Knowing you’ll always be a part of
the team. -30-

Chelsea Radler: Reflections on a worthwhile sacrifice

by chelsea radler
Campus News Editor
Each year, graduating editors
are given 30 final column inches
– “30” was historically used to
signify the end of a story – to reflect on their time at The Hatchet, published in the final issues
of the year.
The Hatchet is unforgiving
of carelessness and irresponsibility – by those whom it covers and its creators. Triumphs
and errors are recorded in ink,
demanding timeliness, dedication and honesty from University leaders and the paper’s
editors alike.
But The Hatchet is also
unforgiving of time. Churning
on year after year, it is indifferent to the students who forfeit
a normal college experience to
create it. This legacy demands
forgoing nights out, grades
and friendships, which pile up
as Mondays and Thursdays
creep insensitively by. Equally
as punishing as it is rewarding, The Hatchet defined my
time at GW. Yet unsympathetically, it will bowl on past my
contribution as soon as I reach
out my hand for a diploma.
It’s easy to get caught up in
the day-to-day hustle, but looking back, I realize The Hatchet
is essentially a relic of the past
as soon as it’s published. “The
first draft of history,” we always say, and appropriately,
the first issues of Volume 108
are already yellowing – so
quickly tossed into recycling
bins, shuffled off newsstands,
filed into blue leather binders
that collect dust in 2140 G St.
What we must hope, in
our brief turns at the helm,
is that we manage to slightly
alter its trajectory. We strive
to leave some legacy behind,
create some small uptick in the
arc of progress that means The
Hatchet might be better – or at
least not worse – for us having
made the sacrifices we did.
It’s liberating and horrifying to think of being forced
out of The Hatchet microcosm,
to admit that most people on
this campus don’t know what
goes into making the paper, or
don’t notice it at all.
My favorite part of production nights is the walk
home. Shouting goodnights
to the few stragglers still in
the townhouse in the early
hours of publication day, often receiving only halfhearted
nods from the sleepy editors
left inside, I pound down the

We strive to leave some legacy behind,
create some small uptick in the arc of
progress that means The Hatchet might be
better – or at least not worse – for us having
made the sacrifices we did.

Michelle rattinger | senior photo editor

Campus news editor Chelsea Radler strikes a pose outside Rice Hall wielding a giant hatchet, symbolic of
the tool she used to keep the University's administration honest during her tenure on The Hatchet's staff.

narrow staircase and out the
front door. Hopping down the
steps, I suck in a huge breath
of clean air and pace the few
dozen steps toward home,
reflecting on the upcoming
issue. The ever-present stress
of juggling stories with homework, work with socializing,
Hatchet life with everything
else, melts away as I congratu-

late myself on another issue
survived. Knowing I can no
longer tinker with the words, I
revel in satisfaction and accept
the potential criticism, proud
to have done my best to contribute to the paper.
In a way, writing this
feels like a walk home. I’ve
said that 30 pieces are a selfindulgent tradition. Perhaps

that's true, but they’re also
a chance to make our peace
with the sacrifices we made
for the paper, and reflect on
what it gave us in return.
Though at times the relationship felt one-sided, I now realize that The Hatchet gave
my life an unyielding routine, without which I would
not have learned nearly as

much as I did in my college
years. More importantly, the
paper gave me a true family
and the chance so few people get – one that I fear other
jobs won’t offer: the chance
to be part of something bigger than myself.
Of course, the toll claimed
at the door of the townhouse
at 2140 G St. comes with precious benefits. Aching to avoid
the clichés that keep traipsing
onto the page, I can only begin to thank the people who
shared my time here.
For teaching me and supporting me more than anyone
else could. French, your office
was my sanctuary this year
because, from my first day on
staff, you opened it to me – for
belly-aching laughs, criticism,
tears and love. You challenged
me more than anyone ever
has, and I’m a better journalist, and person, for it. You
leave impossibly big shoes to
fill. Remember our pact, and
follow your dreams.
For patience, poise and
unfailingly high standards.
Andrea, your skill and intelligence astound me. Berlin was
truly a highlight of my time
at GW. If you only live once,
I plan to spend it appreciating
having a friend so dedicated.
I look forward to tackling the
roads less traveled, wherever
they may be, with Team Campus News, which has and will
always only mean you.
For your perspective and
your sass. Turley, you are always full of energy and laughter, always there to have a late
night heart-to-heart in Ivory’s
basement or to comfort me
after a tough day. I’ve been intimidated by your talent since
we met, something I suspect
I will have in common with
everyone you ever meet. I am
certain you won’t waste it, in
whatever you do.
For your smile and your
love. Traynor, since the day I
met you, I’ve been desperate
to impress you, to be counted
among the people that can

make you belt out that deep
belly laugh when you’re not
just chuckling to be polite. I
may not be a Bruin or have
a Boston accent, but I will always appreciate your strength
and raw sincerity. Keep DTS
alive, and don’t forget me.
For your compassion
and your talent. Ferris, never
change. Your ability to rise to
a challenge and push tough
issues make me sure you will
succeed in whatever you do.
Do not sell your talent short,
and more importantly, follow
your heart home.
For being my anchor outside The Hatchet. Julie, Patty,
Dana, Tatum and Sarah, you’ve
gotten me through every challenge, Hatchet or otherwise.
I couldn’t exist without you,
and wouldn’t want to.
For carrying on the legacy. Jeremy, your instincts are
fierce. Remember the benefits
of honey over vinegar. Kierran, you will always be my
writer baby. Do great work.
For being my family, that
niche I always hoped so desperately to find at GW. The
rest of Volume 108, I cannot
imagine staff any other way.
Allison, Madeline and Lauren, I will always be grateful
for your visual creativity with
1-percent changes. Gabriel,
we’ll always have the fabulous life of page two. Team
photo, thank you for your
tireless work to keep desk
portraits interesting. Priya,
make me proud – I’ll bring
word home to Marlboro.
For taking my calls on
production nights and letting
me glimpse the inner workings of Rice Hall. University
administrators, I have learned
so much from you and so
enjoyed the opportunity to
know you in a way most students never do. Remember
me fairly, the way I always
strived to approach you.
For your unwavering
support, through everything.
Mom, Joey and Dad, I love
you boundlessly. -30-
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Marie McGrory:
Holi Moly, it's
over already?
by marie mcgrory
Contributing Multimedia Editor
Each year, graduating editors are given 30 final column
inches - “30” was historically
used to signify the end of a story - to reflect on their time at
The Hatchet, published in the
final issues of the year.
I once tried to describe
our team as the human body.
Each department, each job a
very different and very important part of what makes
us function. On a day-to-day
basis, we couldn’t be what
we are without each other,
but even when norovirus
strikes – quite literally – our
other body parts take over to
make sure we still work.
I’ll try to get right into it
since babbling and tangents
are my strong points, and
getting to the point sometimes is not. My first adventure into the townhouse
was during my April Visit. I
wanted a way to sharpen my
photography skills without
taking a class every semester.
I started shooting as much
as I could. I very quickly
learned what I was getting
myself into, and it wasn’t
just sharpening photo skills.
I was being given the tools
and critiques to become a
photojournalist in D.C.
I couldn’t get enough.
I would find any excuse to
stop into the townhouse just
to look over at Eric Roper’s
desk and make sure he was
still looking just like Clark
Kent, with his glasses and
classic green lamp. I was in
awe of this thing I was becoming a part of and the
knowledge and opportunities my editors had to share
with me. But I still had no
idea what a large part of my
life the paper would become.
My junior year, upon
learning my DSLR could
also shoot HD video, I began exploring. I shot a few
videos for Gabe who, little
did I know, was in the midst
of building an incredible
section. I was hooked. Becoming a part of the multimedia team was a whole
new learning experience,
and one I wouldn’t trade for
the world.
I had never heard of Holi
before seeing the posters
at GW my freshman year. I
decided to cover it for Snapshot even though it was taking place only five hours after I would complete my allnighter for Relay for Life. I
rolled out of bed, grabbed
a plastic bag to cover my
camera and showed up to
University Yard in my pajamas, having no idea what to
expect. My editor, Viktors,
ended up putting together a
slideshow of the event, my
first ever.
Since then, I have covered Holi for The Hatchet every year, each time
showing my development
in the organization. Freshman year a slideshow that
showed me I could get more
than one good photo, sophomore year a photo that ran
on the front page, junior
year a video of the event as
I was just learning multimedia, and this year as an editor, I had the opportunity to
cover the event with one of
my multimedia reporters.
Together with team photo
we produced a piece that,
to me, ended up being the
culmination of all the things
I've learned over these past
four years at The Hatchet.
As contributing multimedia editor, I have had the
opportunity to meet and interview incredible people,
share some great stories,
learn FCP and soundslides
all too well, and have learned
the importance of sharing
our knowledge with our
reporters, the future of our
paper. I cannot do justice to
all the ways being a part of
the multimedia section has
changed the way I see things
and the things I want to do.
Knowing that this thing we
are a part of, still so unknown and unsure to media
outlets across the world, is
something we are learning
and developing right along
with everyone else.
Each and every person
I have worked with at this
paper has been incredibly
inspiring and an integral
part of who I have become.
Viktors, Anne, Chris,
seeing you all go last year
was incredibly difficult. The
three of you were the reason
I took every assignment I
could. You all brought me
from a photographer to a
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photojournalist.
Gabeybaby, where do I
begin? You introduced me
to a beautiful world that is
growing right in front of
our eyes. We have loved and
hated decisions we’ve had
to make with strong conviction, but without your critical
eye, and especially your critical ear, I know I would be at
a loss. I know I would have
woken up to the multimedia
page on countless mornings
saying, “Why did no one tell
me this looked so silly? Why
didn’t someone catch this
Michelle rattinger | Senior photo editor
terrible audio transition?”
I cannot wait to see where Contributing multimedia editor Marie McGrory hangs from her favorite window. After jumping out of a plane Friday, the second story wasn't too scary.
you and Stacie take the team
next semester. You have great
things ahead of you.
To those that have come
onto the visual team in the
time I have, Francis, Jordan
and Gaby, working with
you are some of my best
memories in the townhouse
and out. You are some of
the most talented photographers and videographers
I know, but aside from that,
you are some of the most
incredible people I know.
Whether it’s a five-hour assignment or making a five
course meal, I know I will
enjoy every minute I spend
with you. I can’t wait to be
that alum that stops by the
townhouse every prodo because I’m ‘just in the area,’
and I miss you all madly.

I couldn't
get enough,
I would find
any excuse to
stop into the
townhouse just
to look over at
Roper's desk
and make
sure he was
still looking
just like Clark
Kent, with his
glasses
and classic
green lamp.
To Stacie, you had a raw
talent I could see from our
first shoot together with the
underwater hockey club,
and, from our last shoot together at Holi, a talent I see
developing to do incredible
things. I absolutely can’t
wait to see everything you
bring to the team next year
and the new heights you
carry our section to.
To the woman I have
somehow been able to go 28
inches without mentioning.
Michelle, you are and have
been the most wonderful
co-photographer-turnededitor-turned-floormmateturned-roommate-turnedincredible-friend I have
had at GW. You have been
with me during some of my
very worst and very best
moments these past few
years. You inspire me in
every way someone could.
With your national award
winning photos, incredible leadership of the photo
team, amazing achievement
in your classes and your
dedication as a dear friend,
I find myself looking up to
you on a daily basis. You
have been my rock in the
townhouse, the classroom
and our home. I cannot wait
for what lies ahead for us
next year.
To everyone I can’t mention in 30 inches, expect
a personal note. I cannot
concisely enough put into
words what this paper and
this staff have taught me,
all the ways I have been
inspired. Each member is
unique and integral, and
while I won’t get into who
is the bladder and who is
the lungs, I will just tell you
that my body would not
function as efficiently as it
does at 4 a.m. without any
of you. -30-

C
ulture
Water Street Project flows into Georgetown
Melissa Turley
Features Editor
mturley@gwhatchet.com
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Get off your

BOTTOM

Josh Perlman
Contributing Editor
jperlman@gwhatchet.com

bowling for soup

Events off the Foggy Bottom Campus

H

D.C. Listening Lounge

Jammin Java
Monday, 7 p.m.
$18, day of

Across the District
Tuesday, 7:30 p.m.
Free

by Roxanne Goldberg
Hatchet Staff Writer
For 11 days, a restaurant-to-be in
Georgetown has transformed into an
artistic labyrinth and a self-described
interactive human experiment.
The non-traditional display of
art, fashion and music, dubbed The
Water Street Project, opened at 3401
Water St. April 19.
Created by an ever-changing collaborative arts and marketing group,
No Kings Collective, the agency brokered a deal for the space to create
an easily accessible and entertaining
space to bask in local artwork.
Co-creators Peter Chang and Brandon Hill said the building's owner was
a friend to whom they pitched their
idea of opening a temporary pop-up
interactive art and music space, something they tried in other parts of D.C.
The space offered a tangible area
to bring a sensory explosion of different elements – art, music, food,
drinks and a party – together, crowding a cavernous room with unusual,
colorful and often interactive exhibits, the creators said.
The bizarre, interactive work of
newcomer Kate Campagna creates a
space for viewers to step into and become part of a fabricated environment.
A grotesque pig display sits in front of
three dusty, antique mirrors mounted
to a turquoise wall, dotted with painted pink bugs, challenging participants
to question the orientation of his own
personal, chaotic world.
Contrasting Campagna’s piece,
the bright, energetic pop art of local
artist Maggie O’Neill raises questions surrounding artistic space. Using a palette spanning the rainbow,
O’Neill painted parallel lines of color
beginning at the crease between the
ceiling and wall, and extended to the
floor where the still-wet paint lays
in puddles next to empty picture
frames painted in bright primary colors. Hanging on the wall were two of
O’Neill’s takes on iconic D.C. images
– the Capitol building and the Lincoln
Memorial – rendered in acrylic paints
with a brushy texture.
Challenging the traditional
boundaries between viewers and
participants was the exhibit's major
theme, also including an interactive
painting for visitors to paint and receive an “I made art today” ticket

michael boosalis | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Maggie O'Neill's 'Free to Sit,' left, and 'Colorful Capital,' right, are on display as part of the Water Street Project in Georgetown. O'Neill is the creative director of
O’Neill Studios. The gallery will feature local fashion bloggers, musicians and D.J.'s until it closes April 29.

for a free beer from the bar.
Chang said pop-up collectives
look to be formless and shapeless.
The group's motivation is to bring together different local artists and give
them a shared space to display their
work while bringing in sponsors for
marketing partnerships.
The ephemeral space is full of
works that may not necessarily
mesh contextually and span a wide
range of mediums and subjects. But
as co-founder Hill said, conceptually the pieces “have really good
ebb, no flow and no fluff” to com-

ment on the future of the artist in a
contemporary society that demands
versatility and reinvention.
Pop-ups have been utilized by
a broad range of familiar D.C. icons,
including a pop-up restaurant, America Eats Tavern, by celebrity chef José
Andrés and from the more rebellious crowd, Occupy D.C., which announced plans to open up a pop-up
art gallery at their McPherson Square
campsite in late December.
Mary Beth Brown, outreach coordinator for D.C. Commission on the Arts
and Humanities, said pop-ups have

garnered a false perspective of novelty
due to a rise in media attention.
“It’s always been going on,” Brown
said. “But people in the District aren’t
used to public art just yet.”
The once purely underground
movement has been gaining popularity as pop-ups are featured more widely in the media – on blogging websites
and shared social calendars – and as
marketing partnerships and wellknown sponsors get involved.
“It’s a really cool thing for young
people to do, because a lot of times
we think the only thing to do is go

to a bar or a club. But there is really
so much going on in the art world
and with amazing artists like these,”
23-year-old collective volunteer and
friend of the creators Raquel Ortega
said. “We are an innovative, creative
generation, so these underground
events and hidden parties are getting
to be really big and really popular.”
On display from 1 to 7 p.m. until
April 29, the Water Street Project hosts
nightly events in collaboration not
only with Listen Local First, but also
with fashion, green design, restaurant,
blog and other creative groups. u
Photo Courtesy of of Wikimedia
user Lmmailloux, used under
Creative Commons License

GOOD OLD WAR

The District Sound
Previewing upcoming local shows
I first heard
Ingrid
MiGood Old War earchaelson is one
Sam Smith
lier this year when I
of the few artists
accidentally clicked
people seem to
a link to one of the group’s universally respect from
videos. It was one of the the moment they first
best mistakes
I
hear her music. There’s
have ever
no personal drama or
made.
gimmicks, and plenty of
Good Old war
T h e
openness and humor. Her
The
Black
Cat
Philanew single, “Ghost,” is
April 28
delphialiving proof of her talent to
b a s e d
vocalize how many young
indie folk trio
women feel. With a beauhas been criss-crossing the tiful, somber tone timed
country, touring to promote to a driving drumbeat,
its newest full-length album, the song is almost uncom“Come Back As Rain.” The al- fortably powerful.
bum is a collection of stories You genuinewoven over a combination ly feel for
of traditional folk elements M i c h a e l Ingrid
– booming acoustic guitars, son. Her
Michaelson
threefold harmonies and ability to
The 9:30 Club
simple, yet pulsing drum- c o n n e c t
May 9
beats. The music is energetic with the
and honest, and the band heartbroken
gives off an overall feel-good has earned her
vibe. These guys are trying to a place in the permanent
figure out their place in the catalog of many and her
world, and the openness of live show will not disaptheir lyrics only strengthens point.
the band’s connection with
Touching
and
its listeners. The group per- Score:
formed on “Conan" April 5 emotional lyrics from an
and will tour with Dispatch incredibly talented musiin October, so clearly Good cian. The acoustic set will
Old War is quickly rising in be fantastic.
Bore: This is a tough show
the music world.
if you’ve experienced any
Score: Honest folk rockers emotional trauma in the
who make feel-good music past – Michaelson has a
that won’t get too preachy.
way of drawing out old
Bore: After an hour or so, a emotions that is healing for
lot of the songs sound similar. most, but tough for some.

Own the Night 2012
World Tour ft.
Lady Antebellum,
Darius Rucker and
Thompson Square

Merriweather Post Pavilion
May 20

This is a huge show for
fans of country-pop. Lady
Antebellum is a big country act right now, selling
out stadiums in hundreds
of cities, all while maintaining a down-home appeal that is hard to come
by. The talented trio
rocks melodies and stories about growing up
and falling in love – the
perfect music for a summer night. The addition of
Darius Rucker, formerly of
Hootie & the Blowfish, and
Thompson Square, a husband-and-wife duo known
for their hit “Are You Gonna Kiss Me or Not,” means
this is going to be a night of
love, energy and reminiscing about beautiful memories of summers past.

Score: Three of country’s
biggest summer acts on one
stage, and it’s outdoors.
Bore: The set list is all
country music, which could
be a deal-breaker for some.
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The GW Hatchet

GWMarketplace

ads@gwhatchet.com

(202) 994-7079

Online classified ads are
available FREE to all GW students
and faculty

We accept cash, check, Visa, Mastercard, American Express, and Discover

Non-GW Clients pay a small
fee for online postings
Print ads begin at $10 for
the first 25 words, and $.30
for each additional word
All ads should be placed
online

JOBS
Sitters Wanted.
$12+ per hour.
Register free
for jobs near
campus or
home. www.
student-sitters.
com
Lifeguards/Pool
Operators
FT/PT, flexible
schedule,
Must be able
to swim,
FREE training
available,
Competitive pay
703-966-1300
ext.128
abovari@
usaquatics.net

COMING SOON...
Pre-Commencement Guide
May 14
Commencement Edition
May 21
To advertise in
either issue
call

202-994-7682
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GWorld Merchants
&

Super Saver Coupons
Every Monday
Use your GWorld at these
locations or cut out the
appropriate coupon and
save on purchases from
area businesses.

Sports

Number
crunch
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Elizabeth Traynor
Sports Editor
etraynor@gwhatchet.com

H

Women's lacrosse senior Sarah Phillips' rank on
the program's all-time points list, after scoring
six points Friday to total 212 career points.

Baseball | St. bonaventure 9, GW 5

Colonials swept by Bonnies in three-game stand
The clank of aluminum bats
was the only sign of life in GW’s
dugout Saturday as the Colonials
packed up their gear.
GW (15-25) continued its 10game home stand by hosting St. Bonaventure at Barcroft Park this weekend for three games. But with run
production almost nonexistent in the
first two games and pitching a problem in Saturday’s nightcap, the Bonnies smoothly silenced the struggling
Colonials with a series sweep.
GW dropped the first game 3-1
in 12 innings and lost both of Saturday’s games, falling 2-1 in game one
and 9-5 later in the afternoon. The
Colonials missed chances to prevent
the sweep in the series’ final game
due to sloppy pitching, giving St.
Bonaventure the room it needed to
complete the trifecta.
“We didn’t play our best. We
hung in there, and they were all tight
games,” head coach Steve Mrowka
said. “We had opportunities, but we
just didn’t get it done.”
In the first game of the series,
the winner was not decided until the
12th inning.
After a solid pitching performance from junior Brian Derner, who
threw just over seven innings of onerun baseball, GW was deadlocked at
1-1 with the Bonnies. But when the
tie extended the game into extra innings, the Colonials’ bats fell silent.
Two St. Bonaventure runs in the
top of the twelfth broke the dead heat,
and when GW failed to respond, its
Atlantic 10 rival took the victory.
The Colonials' woes in the
batter ’s box continued into the
second game. Though sophomore Aaron Weisberg turned in

a complete game, two-run performance, GW brought only one
runner across the plate all game,
via a sacrifice fly from senior Brett
Bowers in the bottom of the fifth.
The Colonials had a chance to tie
the game with a runner on third in
the bottom of the ninth, but St. Bonaventure’s pitcher Cael Johnson
promptly forced a game-ending
double play. Junior Derek Brown,
who went 3-8 with a home run
Saturday, said GW’s hitters need
to do a better job of providing
some offensive insurance.
“We have to be a little more clutch,”
Brown said. “We’re getting guys on
base but we’re not capitalizing.”
In the third and final game of
the series, the Colonials lineup
showed some signs of life but ultimately couldn't overcome the Bonnies at the plate.
Providing two runs in the second inning and then two more
in the third, GW’s hitters would
have brought the team a four-run
advantage had it not been for St.
Bonaventure's production at the
plate. Junior pitcher Tyler McCarthy got himself into trouble at the
top of the third, loading the bases
before he was replaced by sophomore pitcher Colin Milon. By the
time the inning was over, the score
was knotted at four apiece.
Though the Colonials would
bring one more runner across the
plate in the home half of the sixth,
the Bonnies exploded with four
runs of their own in the top of the
ninth – a burst that proved too
much for GW to handle.
Despite the loss, the Colonials
hope the team will find its groove –
especially on the offensive end – as
soon as possible.
“We just have to stay positive.

ashley lucas | hatchet staff photographer

Senior infielder Brett Bowers slides into second before being called out in game two of Saturday's doubleheader against
St. Bonaventure. The Colonials dropped all three of their home games this weekend, falling to the Atlantic 10 rival Bonnies.

We have four big series left,” Brown
said. “Eleven conference wins, and
we should make the conference
[tournament]. That’s our goal, and
we’re sticking with it.”
Mrowka pointed to his team’s offensive struggles as the source of the
Colonials' recent losses.
For the weekend, the Colonials lineup went just 24-for-105
from the plate, a .229 average that
serves as a symbol of the batters’
recent slump as a whole.

“Our pitching has been pretty good, and we’ve been in most
games. Of the last 20 games, we’ve
probably been in 19 of them,”
Mrowka said. “We have just gotten
inconsistent hitting. We don’t string
hits together, our leadoff guys don’t
get on, and if our hitters aren’t going to produce any runs, it’s going
to be difficult to win games.”
As the Colonials delve deeper
into the regular season, Mrowka said
his team must play with a greater

sense of urgency. Sitting at second
to last place in the conference, GW
needs to start winning A-10 games
soon if it plans on making a run in
the conference tournament.
“We have to take them one
game at a time and try to get a victory,” Mrowka said. “We’ll continue to work hard and try to get better in all areas. But these guys have
to come ready to play. They have
to step up and produce. That’s all
there is to it.” u
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by Brennan Murray
Hatchet Staff Writer

Softball | GW 4, Dayton 0

GW halts Dayton in game two
by Mary Ellen Mcintire
Hatchet Staff Writer
The Colonials returned from a disheartening loss in game one of a doubleheader Saturday to nab a victory in
the second game.
The win, more than a returning
salvo after an opening defeat, was crucial for GW’s place in the conference
standings as it looks to qualify for the
Atlantic 10 tournament.
It was also a victory on Senior
Day – a final honor for the team’s
outgoing members.
“We knew that we needed to
beat our opponent because they’re
standing in the way of us making
it to the A-10 tournament, and we
did just that,” senior pitcher Heidi
Penna said. “The first game was
close, but we came back in the second game and got them.”
GW, Charlotte, Saint Louis and
Temple all currently sit at .500 in league
play. It's a tight race that makes every
game crucial, meaning GW needed to
answer with a victory after falling to
Dayton in the first game Saturday to
maintain its position in the standings.
The Colonials were ahead of the
Flyers 5-2 entering the final inning
of the game one, but gave up four
runs over the last stretch of play to
ultimately fall 6-5.
Adding to the frustrating nature
of the loss, senior pitcher Kara Clauss
was sidelined after taking a ball to the
shin in the first game’s final inning.
michael boosalis | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER She could not return to action for the
Junior Autumn Taylor heads to home plate in game two of Saturday's doubleheader, rest of Saturday, which added extra
scoring GW's first run of the game off sophomore Chelsea Lenhart's fly ball.
motivation for GW heading into game

two of the doubleheader.
“She’s part of the
team, she’s part of our
family. So we had to
We were going to make it
come back and win the
next game for her,” Penvery clear who the better
na said.
The second game was
team was.
scoreless through the first
inning but with GW and
stacey schramm
Dayton in competition for
Head Coach
a slot in Atlantic 10 tourSoftball
nament play, the Colonials
were determined to seize
and maintain momentum
and took a 1-0 lead in the
bottom of the second.
down in the second game, allowing
Junior Autumn Taylor singled no runs on just three hits.
to land on base, stole second and
“She shut them down with two
advanced to third before scoring pitches. She’s just been lights-out since
on sophomore Chelsea Lenhart's we played George Mason. We played
sacrifice fly.
George Mason a week ago," Schramm
“In the second game, we were said. "She’s just been unbelievable."
just, from start to finish, we were
The Colonials have four A-10
going to win. We were going to games remaining this season, two
make sure it was very clear who each against Saint Louis and St. Bothe better team was,” head coach naventure. As the league's 11 teams
Stacey Schramm said.
vie for a spot in the six-team tournaThe Colonials augmented their ment, remaining strong against the
lead with a three-run fifth inning. league rivals will be crucial.
Freshman Victoria Valos started the
Despite a high-stakes environscoring with an RBI single and later ment, the team remains calm, Schcrossed home plate herself. Senior ramm said, backed by its strong play
Lauren Wilson capped GW’s 4-0 vic- over recent games.
tory with the final score of the inning,
“We’re all kind of middle of
coming home on a passed ball.
the pack. The good thing is we are
Penna, who relied on her rise ball playing so well, so there’s no jitters.
and change-up throughout the day, They’re just comfortable,” Schramm
pitched the close of the first game and said. “They’re hitting well, they’re
all of the second. Though she allowed feeling well, they’re doing everythe double that cemented Dayton’s thing that we practiced and are apvictory in game one, Penna settled plying it in the game.” u
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